JUVENILE RENEGADE FACT SHEET

TREACHEROUS AUSSIE LAKONIAN JUVENILE ASSASSINS. These hidden assassins and loiterers are being identified using the following means of identification. Word of mouth, personal information, electronic signatures, IP addresses, social media profiles, comments made by their friends on face book to pseudonyms. They have much to answer for their getter and personal attacks on individuals. Treacherous individuals hiding behind the masks of fake profiles are always found to be weak willed, low intelligence and lack emotional security.

ANONYMOUS COMMENTARY. Followed by web site comments, URLs, mobile text messages, time, place, location, restaurants, gigs, jpeg and image recognition, political associations, Google developers tools, Youtube, associations, overseas developers, relatives that gossip, school and educational lists, places of employment, hobbies, Deep web, organisations and a host of other tools readily available. They remain in the background.

FAKE FACEBOOK PROFILES. Fake Facebook profiles, such as Leonidas Lakones, Pallacopian Liberation Organisation, Paul Soug and a number of other fake profiles were monitored evidence gathered and with the exception of Paul Sougleris were reported and pulled down. The number of “Likes: and “Comments” by members have also been harvested, and catalogued. Paul Sougleris & others.

HARD CORE RENEGADES. The renegades as a group attempted to storm the Brotherhood building by force, damaging property, abusing the Committee of Management, all fed by misinformation from three members who aspire to greatness in their own minds. Some members name are not being displayed until that evidence is overwhelming. It is a great pity that despite thousands of years of history morons have not learnt from history. The Juvenile Renegades & others.

WEBSITE MIRRORING. The same group of individuals who are responsible for having stolen intellectual property and plagiarised the community website. The renegades as a group have illegally mirrored the community website. Steve Axiotis, Chris Paikopoulos, Paul Sougleris and Steve Tsaganas contacted the host provider to bring down the community website. Individual using fake profiles can be located.

YOUTUBE VIDEOS. Clever use of technology on Youtube only goes to demonstrate the advanced stage of technology amongst the youth. It is a great pity that they could not have used their efforts at a time when they were needed. But now because they are in a minority believe that by using technology they will get their message across. Videos were reported.

GOOGLE COMMUNITIES. A new crop of material is also appearing on Google Communities, pouring out their filth, garbage and juvenile rubbish. One wonders whether they have a life and do they take responsibility for their actions. What examples are they setting to those within their environment? Do they feel solidly by politicising matters when politics is not involved? Utter trash hiding behind their fake profiles thinking they are safe.

NEWS MEDIA. The juvenile renegades using their contacts with the news media attempted to sway the Australian Hellenic public with fibs, emotional garbage and a manipulation of the facts. Dimitri Paikopoulos another Wannabe Somebody wrote an article which was incorrect that he was laughed at by the Australian Hellenic Community. The Advertisments were paid for by George Fountas and Peter Thiveos. All their news articles were debunked. George Fountas, Peter Thiveos and others.

POLITICAL & LEGAL. Contacting political, council, community, legal and renegades networks was a poor decision on some members part. To believe that they would not be exposed, what silly people they are. Not one piece of information was of any relevance. The juvenile renegades could not win by a democratic process and resorted to personal attacks.

CONTROL BY FORCE. It was a great pity that the juvenile renegades attempting to take by force, intimidation, veiled threats, the building, community assets, its records and the abuse Committee of Management members expecting them to roll over. Now there are Police records of their behaviour which only resulted in losing the confidence of the Brotherhood.

NOT THE PEOPLE WE WANT IN OUR BROTHERHOOD.